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LYRICS

Golden Years

Looking back it seems so clear

All of the moments you hold dear

Are like shooting stars, they’re here and then they’re gone

Gone into your memories

Gone into subconscious seas

Reminding us to remember along the way

The golden years are here

We’re living them each day

These are the golden years

Gone before you recognize

These are the best times of our lives

But it’s hard to see, when you’re in the middle of

In the middle of the race

Spinning on a ball in space

So I’ll promise to remember along the way

The golden years are here

We’re living them each day

These are the golden years

One day we’re gonna say



Golden Years for everyone

Golden Years for everyone

Golden Years for everyone

Golden Years for everyone

Golden Years for everyone

Golden Years for everyone

Golden Years for everyone

Golden Years

All The Rage

Say hello

Enjoy the show

Where everyone is angry

And they boil, and they boil, and they boil your blood

‘Til it fills, to the gills, and it’s starting to flood

Out into the streets, it’s now overflowing

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

The latest style

Act like a child

And we’ll all watch you lose it

There’s a fire, there’s a fire, and they’re fanning the flame

But it makes, us all feel, like we’re going insane

And I don’t know why they’re so fucking evil

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage



All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

All the rage

You And I Forever

One look

I knew you were mine

Knew you’d be

Mine for all time

Then I messed it up and threw it all away

Now I’m begging you to come back my way

Hold on,

There’s still an open door

For you and I

You and I

You and I forever

Your face

Last time I saw you

Such a beautiful place

So broken and true

Then I messed it up and threw it all away

Now I’m begging you to come back my way

Hold on,

Cause we still got time

For you and I

You and I

You and I forever

You and I

You and I forever

Uh uh uh, uh uh uh

You and I



You and I forever

You and I

You and I forever

Uh uh uh, uh uh uh

Evil Euphoria

Slice us down the middle

Play us like a fiddle

Bridges going up in flames

Turn us against each other

Sister versus brother

Fact and fiction all the same

Evil euphoria

Evil euphoria

Evil euphoria

Evil euphoria

Out of control

Control

There’s no control

I’ve seen the face of evil

I’ve seen the face of evil

I’ve seen the face of evil

I see you, I see you, I see you,

Evil Euphoria

Evil Euphoria

Evil Euphoria

Evil Euphoria

Do You Wanna Get Wild?

Opened up my eyes one morning, time to burn another page

Locked down like a tiger in a cage

Pent up claustrophobic lately, getting antsy like a child

All I wanna do is go get wild



Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Sunshine breaks, I feel it coming, there’s no time to hesitate

Hurry up, I really cannot wait

Wait until the moment where I finally feel like I’m alright

It’s here now, I’m feeling it tonight

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Saying yeah yeah yeah

Saying yeah yeah yeah

Saying yeah yeah yeah

Saying yeah yeah yeah

Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah!

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Do you wanna get wild?

Rock And Roll

Rock and roll, rock and roll, rock and roll

Rock and roll, rock and roll, rock and roll

Every night I say it’s



The last time we do this

But then you come back again

Fuck me up, suck me in

Rock and roll, rock and roll, rock and roll

Rock and roll, rock and roll, rock and roll

Like a drug I can’t quit

Just like a seam that won’t split

We are bound, you and me

Together there will always be

Rock and roll, rock and roll, rock and roll

Rock and roll, rock and roll, rock and roll

Rock and roll is here to stay

Never will go away

Never can close the door

You leave me wanting more

Wanting more

Wanting more

Wanting more

Rock and roll, rock and roll, rock and roll

Rock and roll, rock and roll, rock and roll

Stuck Inside Someone Else’s Dream

I threw their dream away

And listened to the moon babe

I promise to myself

I’ll never be stuck inside someone else’s dream

Yeah

I’ll do it my own way

I got to focus on not breaking, or faking, or taking myself for a ride

It’s been too long

I held out for way too long babe

To be…

Stuck inside someone else’s dream



Hell no, I know I’m never gonna be

Stuck inside someone else’s dream

Hell no, I know I’m never ever gonna be

Stuck inside someone else’s dream

Hell no, I know I’m never gonna be

Stuck inside someone else’s dream

Hell no, I know I’m never ever gonna be

Stuck inside of someone else’s dream

Hell no, I know I’ll never be

Stuck inside of someone else’s dream

Hell no, I know I’m never, ever gonna be

Moving On

(Bah, bah, bah, bah bah, bah, bah, bah, bah)

(Bah, bah, bah, bah bah, bah, bah, bah, bah)

Think I’m happier now that you’re gone

Voice inside me saying, “keep moving on”

(Bah, bah, bah, bah bah, bah, bah, bah, bah)

(Bah, bah, bah, bah bah, bah, bah, bah, bah)

Think I’m happier now that you’re gone

Voice inside me saying, “keep moving on”

And I know I’m alright

And I know that there’s nothing that is ever gonna stop me now

I’ve spent all my life yeah, moving on

(Bah, bah, bah, bah bah, bah, bah, bah, bah)

(Bah, bah, bah, bah bah, bah, bah, bah, bah)

(Bah, bah, bah, bah bah, bah, bah, bah, bah)

(Bah, bah, bah, bah bah, bah, bah, bah, bah)



Come Together Now

All is love, all is love, all is love, all is love, all is love, all is love, all is love, all is love

And I won’t fight back

Even if you come attack

Yeah I won’t fight back

Even if you come attack

Cause you know, I’m really not scared, that’s all

I’m really not scared that’s all

I’m really not scared that’s all

All is love, all is love, all is love, all is love, all is love, all is love, all is love, all is love

And I won’t fight back

Even if you come attack

Yeah I won’t fight back

Even if you come attack

Cause you know, I’m really not scared that’s all

I’m really not scared that’s all

I’m really not scared that’s all

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now

I’m really not scared that’s all

I’m really not scared that’s all

I’m really not scared that’s all

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now

Come together now



Come together now

Come together now

Come together now
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